Abstract: On dealing with data means clustering plays a vital role, in which clustering algorithm and cluster validity are the most common linked approach used for cluster analysis. To improvise the performance, propose the validity index scheme in clustering algorithm and cluster validity. In general the concept of centroid ratio is for comparing the two obtained cluster result. In the proposed system the centroid ratio in Pair wise Random Swap clustering algorithm, in order to avoid the local optimum problem faced by k-means algorithm. The methodology behind Centroid ratio is the swapping must be done between the convergence and perturbation in finding the nearest optimum by means of k-means. The centroid ratio is highly effective in MSE (Mean Square Error) which is fast and simple to process. The proposed system is applied with several database and compare the result with those traditional methods like Random Swap, Deterministic Random Swap, Repeated k-means or k-means++. As a result the proposed system is successfully attained the expected result and in order to improve its efficiency is productively applied in document clustering as well as color image quantization.
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I Introduction

In the globalization world clustering is the important technical keyword which withholds various terms. Commonly clustering is nothing but a grouping of sets which similar to each other or which are linked with some factors. The clustering terms is mainly used in IR systems, information retrieval is difficult to retrieve certain thing from a large dataset to minimize the process the common terms are clusters and then processed, gives maximum result in the terms of cost compensation and time consumption during searching.
gives better result in memory capacity as well as computational cost in various causes. The term which makes its ineffective will be sensitive to its initializations. The ineffective problem is addressed by running k-means multiple times with randomly selected parameters [2].

In order to attain a best a result Swap-based clustering algorithm [3] is introduced with the intention of finding optimal path using k-means. In continuation to this swap-based clustering is implemented and obtained good quality results and multiple methods are developed to make this research in a effective manner. The simulated annealing [4] and genetic algorithms [5] is based on stochastic global optimization but cannot be in dealing with the problem of time complexity. A global k-means algorithm (GKM) [6] by means it able to cluster one center at a time using deterministic global search procedure but is not suitable for large data sets. In the next stage the k-means is developed into k++ by improving the accuracy and speed using choosing initial values [7]. But the data characteristic affect the process. In [8] that deals with high-dimensionality, data size, noise, outliers, types of attributes and data sets, with its scales attributes. The dealing of high dimensional space along with traditional indexing is not successful with clustering approaches [9].

The spherical k-means [10] is the algorithm processed by cosine distance which is considered for high dimensional data’s. Moreover the clustering validity is categorized into two types such as external and internal validity [11][12] The method of used method is Rand index and the Jaccard coefficient methods. But it is also fails to attain higher accuracy and time consumption problems. In [13], a cluster-level measure discussed about combining two clustering methods based on the global structure of prototypes and centroid. In [14][15][16][17] k-means is employed in different strategies such as remove one cluster or merging the two existing clusters into an agglomerative clustering. The evaluation measures by contingency matrix is studied in the literature [18][19][20]. But it is not that is much of successive in finding the nearest pair in the clustering methods.

II RELATED WORKS

Related work section have discussed with best known existing work such as k-ymeans and swap based clustering’s. K-means is the best known learning algorithm in solving the various clustering problems.K-means mainly works with the idea of center k centroid there will be various result will attain from various location. To cluster in best way centroid is the effective method. It uses a simple cost function for evaluating the quality of clustering and optimization problem in which the most common function used is mean squared error (MSE).

Fig 2: Demonstration of k-means algorithm

It cluster the similar objects based on minimum Euclidean distance to each clusterioids. But the major drawback in using the k-means algorithm is in dealing with different solution the final result obtained is not stable and those strategies were discussed on [2p][7][13].
The next important algorithm is swap based clustering. It is a local heuristic search method in finding the optimal centroids. The k-means is not effective in dealing with the local optimum problems as well as allocation of centroids. Earlier to this, the trial-and-error method is simple to apply and very efficient while handling. Here the working methodology is a sequence of centroid swaps between existing centroids and a set of candidate centroid by means of fine tuning in the locations. In this order, Random Swap algorithm (RS), originally called Randomized Local Search [3]. In simple manner, the swapping practice is done by randomly replacing selecting centroid with selected data objects. The swap is simple to implement but it was not that much of effective to the real-time dataset.

**Fig 3: A Pseudo code for Random swap**

```
Input: X, M
Output: C, P, MSE
1. C ← InitializeCentroids(X);
2. P ← OptimalPartition(X, C);
3. for T times do
   4.  Cnew ← RandomSwap(C);
   5.  Pnew ← LocalRepartition(P, Cnew);
   6.  KmeansIteration(Pnew, Cnew);
   7.  if J(Pnew, Cnew) < J(P, C) then
      8.     (P, C) ← Pnew, Cnew;
   end
4. MSE = J (see Eq. 1);
5. return C, P, MSE;
```

---

### III OVERVIEW

The proposed system is based on pair wise random swap algorithm with the centroid ratio. The ratio indices are based on three factors such as data set, the point level partitions, and centroids. In this stage the pairing problem is solved bipartite graph in the minimum pairing is between the two centroids of nearby distance.

**Fig 4: A view of proposed system**

The fig 4 shows the proposed system and how it is working in which the dataset in taken is input which is passed in to the proposed algorithm which was discussed below. Based on the result the cluster validity is analyzed by means of three important factors such as external index, internal index and relative index. The external index calculates the clustering similarity of ground truth. In which the internal index measure the decency of clustering without the knowledge of external information and in relative index is measured by different parameters value resulting by same algorithm.

**The pair wise random swap algorithm:** The core this algorithm is as discussed by means pair wise algorithm with centroid ratio by overcoming the local optimum problem faced in k-means. As shown in fig 4 it takes the data set along with number of clusters as an input. It generates two set of centroids and the pair wise ratio is calculated for centroids then performing swap algorithm. The algorithm ends only when the two clustering are matched. Our proposed algorithm is like deterministic swap clustering (DR) in which centroid ratio and the allocated position are random before the centroids are to be swapped.

### IV SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section the dataset is designed as an initial work, the dataset set maybe of synthetic, real and
documental data. After designed then process starts which under goes preprocessing by means of java codes in an efficient frameworks. There stop word and stemming is done, the stop word is the removal of conjunction words and stemming is the removal prefix-suffix. The resultant data is cluster by means of clustering algorithm. This is then taken as input and centroid ratio is finding between them for nearest pair by calculating clustering index. Here the proposed algorithm is effectively implemented to get exact result. The pair wise algorithm analyzes the local optimum as an end result. Then by fine-tuning the process is handled to improvise its performance.

Expected Output: The prepared dataset is undergoes on pair wise random swap algorithm and the results are collected for next process. The validity of the proposed centroid ratio is calculated by menas of similarity among the rankings on a number of clustering results. The efficiency of the proposed algorithm is depends on two factors such as how many swaps are needed and how much time consumed by each swaps based on the calculation only the result efficiency is predicted. Generally a large number of iteration is needed to produce a quality clustering result but our algorithm takes fewer iterations to reach the same clustering quality. Meanwhile by fast variant at the early iteration because most of the centroids are still active and the processing time is also reduced when compared to the earlier algorithms. To achieve the prominent level of our proposed system this algorithm is applied to color image quantization and the fig 5 represents result of that methodology.

Fig 5: Sample quantization result image

Fig. 6: Boxplot of the required number of PRS iterations.
V CONCLUSION

The new prototype based clustering algorithm that effectively compares two clustering and finds which one is unstable with improper located centroids. This ratio is generated with indices and MSE values to get the proper value. Then implements the pair wise swapping algorithm based on the similarity. The result comparison shows that proposed system is more effective than the results obtained by Random Swap, Deterministic Random Swap, Repeated k-means, and k-means++. The proposed algorithm is applicable for document clustering as well as color image quantization which proves its efficiency in proper manner.
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